Want to help bring science to children’s hospital school students?

JOIN LABScI

what is LABScI:
We are an NIH Award winning project dedicated to developing science labs for children who are inpatients or frequent outpatients in children’s hospitals. Since hospitalized youth often miss out on their lab requirements in Chemistry, Biology, and Physics, our labs are designed to help them keep up so that they can return to school fully prepared.

why we need your help:
The program, sponsored by the NSF, is developed and piloted here at Stanford at the Lucile Packard Children’s Hospital. Now that we’ve reached our goal of creating 30+ labs, we’re getting ready to share our work with hospital schools around the country! We are looking for help in editing, testing, and leading the labs, and in developing supplementary materials to help teachers at other hospital schools.

who we’re looking for:
You don’t need to have teaching experience or a scientific background — just a passion for working with kids! We need help both in the hospital classroom, or on your own time:

VIDEOGRAPHERS: shoot and edit video of the labs in action
LAB HELPERS: lead or help run a lab, especially non-science majors
CURRICULUM: align labs to national science standards
PHOTOGRAPHERS: capture descriptive photos
WEB DEVELOPERS: Wordpress and copy writing
LAB DEVELOPERS: write and edit a new lab

interested?
For more information, contact:
Kathy Ho (kathy@stanfordalumni.org)

http://labsci.stanford.edu